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Using terahertz time-domain spectroscopy, the real part of optical conductivity \( \sigma_1(\omega) \) of twisted bilayer graphene was obtained at different temperatures (10–300 K) in the frequency range 0.3–3 THz. On top of a Drude-like response, we see a strong peak in \( \sigma_1(\omega) \) at \( \sim 2.7 \) THz. We analyze the overall Drude-like response using a disorder-dependent (unitary scattering) model, then attribute the peak at 2.7 THz to an enhanced density of states at that energy, which is caused by the presence of a van Hove singularity arising from a commensurate twisting of the two graphene layers.
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Compared to single-layer graphene (SLG), where there are two nonequivalent layer sites (A and B), bilayer graphene (BLG) has two SLGs stacked in the third direction. In the most common Bernal (AB) stacking of BLG, adjacent layers are rotated by 60°, so that the B atoms of layer 2 (B') sits directly on top of A atoms in layer 1 (A), and B and A' atoms are in the center of the hexagons of the opposing layer. Electrons can then hop between these two A sites with a hopping energy \( t_\perp \). In the undoped case, though both SLG and BLG are gapless semimetals, carriers in SLG exhibit linear dispersion, while those in BLG show quadratic dispersion. An energy gap in SLG opens up due to finite geometry effects, but its control has proven to be unreliable [1]. On the other hand, the electronic gap in BLG can be reliably opened and controlled by an applied electric field, shown theoretically and demonstrated experimentally [2–5], and promises interesting applications. Both SLG and BLG however, are sensitive to disorder. Hence, to realize graphene-based optoelectronic devices, an understanding of the temperature and disorder effects in the transport and spectroscopic properties of BLG is needed. Temperature- and disorder-dependent conductivity of BLG have been derived theoretically [1,6]. Experimentally, spectroscopies [from terahertz (THz) to visible] and ultrafast dynamics of various flavors of graphene have been reported, such as SLG, few- and many-layer graphene, and graphite [7–11]. For example, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) on large-area SLG grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) revealed a Drude-like frequency dependence of the spectral density from THz to mid-infrared at different carrier concentrations [12]. In addition, graphene plasmons, which lie in the THz range, are strongly coupled to the interband electronic transitions and decay by exciting interband electron-hole pairs [13]. Hence knowledge of graphene’s electromagnetic response, as a function of disorder, in the THz frequency range is critical for applications such as graphene-based THz oscillators [14].

BLG grown by CVD also has a great tendency to twist. A typical \( 10 \times 10 \) mm\(^2\) piece of CVD-BLG has been shown to be a collection of crystallites of twisted BLG with a distribution of different twisting angles [15,16]. Twisting occurs when there is rotation between the top and bottom layers of BLG (see Fig. 1). When there is rotation through a (twisting) angle \( \theta \) about an A (B') site in BLG, only a discrete set of commensurate angles is allowed [17]:

\[
\cos(\theta_i) = \frac{3i^2 + 3i + 1/2}{3i^2 + 3i + 1},
\]

where \( i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \). Such rotation between graphene layers has been observed as a moiré pattern on graphite surfaces [18], and recently in BLG [15]. Such twisting causes van Hove singularities (VHS) to develop near the Fermi energy, with the VHS energy scale being a strong function of \( \theta \), resulting in an enhanced density of states at those energies [17]. Such enhancement in the density of states should show up in the conductivity spectrum. For example, for large twisting angles of 7.5°, 13.7°, and 54.6°, anomalies in the real conductivity \( \sigma_1(\omega) \) were seen in the visible region using contrast spectroscopy [19]. However, they have not been demonstrated in the THz regime. An accurate characterization of electrical and optical conductivities at THz frequencies of BLG, as a
function of temperature, disorder, and twisting, is thus needed, but has not been reported.

In this Letter, we present THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) studies of twisted BLG at different temperatures (10–300 K), to study its frequency-dependent far-infrared conductivity. On top of a Drude-like response, we see a peak in the real conductivity. The overall Drude shape was analyzed using a disorder-dependent model, while the conductivity peak at 2.7 THz was attributed to an enhanced density of states at that energy, which is caused by the presence of low-energy VHS arising from a commensurate twisting of the graphene layers relative to each other.

The samples studied here are large-scale BLG grown by CVD and deposited on z-cut quartz. Both contrast and absorption spectroscopies confirmed the sample to be a BLG film [20]. Our experimental setup performs an average over the entire area of the sample. Nevertheless, our data were able to discern the feature arising from \[ \theta_{28} = 1.161^\circ \], on top of a broad background produced by the disorder in the sample, as will be discussed later in this Letter.

The transmission THz spectra of the BLG were measured using a conventional THz-TDS system (TeraView Spectra 3000) with a Janis ST-100-FTIR cryostat. THz-TDS has proven to be a very useful noncontact technique to study material properties such as dielectric response, complex conductivity, and refractive index in the far-infrared range without the need for Kramers-Kronig analysis [21,22]. The THz wave was generated and detected by photoconductive antennas fabricated on low-temperature-grown GaAs films. The aperture diameter is 7 mm, enabling accurate measurements of the low-frequency spectral components of the THz wave. For each sample or reference run, 900 THz traces were taken over 180 s. The sample holder was moved from the sample to the reference position (and vice versa) by means of a vertical motorized stage with 2.5 \( \mu \)m resolution. The time-domain electric fields of a THz pulse transmitted through Sample 1 \( \tilde{E}_s(t) \), BLG deposited on 1-mm thick z-cut quartz substrate from CrysTec, Germany, as well as through the reference \( \tilde{E}_r(t) \), bare z-cut quartz substrate] are shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a). Before BLG deposition, the substrates for sample and reference were carefully characterized by THz-TDS—their phase difference yields the thickness difference \( \Delta L \) between the two substrates, which must be taken into account in our subsequent analysis [23]. After the main pulse, a weaker pulse (etalon) appears due to multiple reflections in the z-cut quartz substrate. Because the main pulse and etalon pulse are well separated in the time domain, we truncate the time-domain data to remove the etalon pulse. Subsequent data analysis was performed only on the main pulse without loss of validity. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) was then performed to obtain the amplitude and phase at different spectral components of the THz pulse. The FFT amplitude spectrum of the main pulse is shown in Fig. 2(a). The absorption of the THz pulse by the BLG is obvious, even though the sample is of atomic-scale
thickness. Figure 2(b) shows the amplitude of the experimental transmission coefficient (or transmittance) \( T(\omega) \), defined as the ratio between complex spectral field of the sample \( \mathcal{E}_2(\omega) \) and reference \( \mathcal{E}_1(\omega) \), for the BLG sample at 10 and 300 K. For both temperatures \(|T(\omega)|\) is almost frequency independent with the value \(-95\%\). In the same figure \(|T(\omega)|\) when both sample and reference are vacuum—in this case \(|T(\omega)|\) deviates only 0.5\% away from unity in the frequency range 0.3–3.0 THz, which will be the frequency window of our analysis.

Theoretically, for a sample grown on a substrate, \( T(\omega) \) can be written as [24]

\[
T(\omega) = \frac{2\tilde{n}(\tilde{n}_{\text{sub}} + 1) \exp[i\omega d(\tilde{n} - 1)/c] \exp[-i\omega \Delta L(\tilde{n}_{\text{sub}} - 1)/c]}{(1 + \tilde{n})(\tilde{n} + \tilde{n}_{\text{sub}}) + (\tilde{n} - 1)(\tilde{n}_{\text{sub}} - \tilde{n}) \exp[2i\omega d\tilde{n}/c]},
\]

(2)

where \( \tilde{n} \) and \( \tilde{n}_{\text{sub}} \) are the complex refractive indices of BLG and \( z \)-cut quartz substrate, respectively, \( d (= 1 \text{ nm}) \) is the thickness of the BLG [25], \( \Delta L = -14 \ \mu \text{m} \) is the thickness difference between sample and reference substrates (measured with a precision micrometer, and confirmed by THz-TDS data of the two bare substrates before BLG deposition), and \( c \) is the speed of light in vacuum. This expression takes into account the multiple internal reflections inside the BLG sample, but does not include multiple reflections in the substrate—we need not take substrate reflections into account because we have truncated the etalon pulse in our analysis. The complex refractive index \( \tilde{n}_{\text{sub}} \) of \( z \)-cut quartz was first measured with vacuum as reference at different temperatures, obtained to be \( \tilde{n}_{\text{sub}} = 2.11 + 0.002i \). This agrees with Ref. [26], showing that \( z \)-cut quartz is a very good THz transparent material with a temperature-independent, and almost frequency-independent, refractive index, in our frequency and temperature range. The complex refractive index \( \tilde{n}(\omega) = n(\omega) + ik(\omega) \) is then extracted from Eq. (2) by numerical iteration, which is then used to calculate the complex optical conductivity \( \tilde{\sigma}(\omega) = \sigma_1(\omega) + i\sigma_2(\omega) \), where \( \sigma_1(\omega) = 2nk_0\varepsilon_0 \) and \( \sigma_2(\omega) = (\varepsilon_\infty - n^2 + k^2)\omega\varepsilon_0 \), \( \varepsilon_0 \) being the free space permittivity, and high frequency dielectric constant \( \varepsilon_\infty = 8 \) for graphene [11]. However, the values of \( \sigma_2(\omega) \) are very sensitive to the value of \( \Delta L \), due to the very small thickness of BLG compared to \( \Delta L \) (\( \sim \mu \text{m} \)). Hence we only discuss \( \sigma_1(\omega) \) in our subsequent analysis. Note that, for a very thin metallic film on an insulating substrate, the following assumptions can be used: \( n \gg n_{\text{sub}} > 1 \) and \( d\tilde{n}/c \ll 1 \), and Eq. (2) becomes the commonly used thin-film expression [27]

\[
T(\omega) = \frac{1 + \tilde{n}_{\text{sub}}}{1 + \tilde{n}_{\text{sub}} + Z_0\sigma(\omega)d} \exp[i\omega \Delta L(\tilde{n}_{\text{sub}} - 1)/c],
\]

(3)

where \( Z_0 \) is the free space impedance. The values of \( \sigma_1 \) obtained from Eq. (3) are identical to that from Eq. (2).

Figure 3(a) shows \( \sigma_1(\omega) \) at 10, 100, and 300 K of Sample 1. Note the very small difference between \( \sigma_1(\omega, 10 \text{ K}) \) and \( \sigma_1(\omega, 100 \text{ K}) \). Superposed on top of a Drude-like response is a strong peak centered at \(-2.7 \text{ THz} \). We first analyze the Drude-like background using a theoretical model developed by Nilsson et al. [1] for unitary scatterers for Bernal BLG. The applicability of this theoretical model comes from the fact that disorder broadens the low-energy features that would otherwise differentiate between the perfect Bernal-stacked BLGs and twisted BLGs. Therefore, we anticipate the robust validity of this model for the analysis of the Drude-like background. The model starts by considering a Hamiltonian of the BLG under the tight binding model. Within the T-matrix approximation for unitary scattering, one derives the electron self-energy of BLG, which gives the Green’s function in the presence of disorder via the Dyson equation. The conductivity is then calculated from the convolution of the Green’s function elements (encoded in the kernel \( \Xi \)), as a function of chemical potential \( \mu \), impurity concentration \( n_\text{i} \), interlayer coupling (hopping) \( t_{\perp} \) and temperature, to be

![FIG. 3 (color online). Real conductivity \( \sigma_1(\omega) \) of BLG of (a) Sample 1 and (b) Sample 2. Circles = data. Solid lines = simultaneous fits of the unitary scattering model to the 10 K (black), 100 K (red), and 300 K (blue) data. Vertical axes on the right express \( \sigma_1(\omega) \) in units of the minimum conductivity \( 8e^2/(\pi\hbar) \) as specified in Nilsson’s model [1].](image-url)
where $n_F$ is the Fermi distribution function. The prefactor $8e^2/(\pi \hbar)$ is the approximate minimal conductivity per BLG, whose exact value will depend on the actual distribution of impurities among the inequivalent sites of the $A$ and $B$ sublattices [1]. In Fig. 3(a), the 10, 100, and 300 K data were simultaneously fitted with the model via Eq. (4), shown by black (10 K), red (100 K), and blue (300 K) solid lines. The resulting fitting parameters were $\mu_{\text{fit}} = -0.044$ eV, $n_{\text{fit}} = 0.00091$, and $t_{\perp} = 0.049$ eV. Note the small difference between the 10 and 100 K fits—consistent with data. In fact, the theoretical $\sigma_1(\omega, 100 \text{ K})$ is smaller in magnitude than $\sigma_1(\omega, 10 \text{ K})$, showing that a spectral weight redistribution has taken place. We were initially surprised that the 100 K conductivity should be so similar to the 10 K conductivity, with the 300 K conductivity lying above both of them. These features, however, can be captured by the impurity-scattering model, lending strong credence to the validity of the model in explaining the THz data of Bernal BLG. In the above fittings, the fitted values of $\mu$ and $n_i$ are consistent with Raman data of the same sample on the same substrate [28], with charged impurity concentration $<10^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$ (corresponding to $<0.0026$ per BLG) and $\mu = (-0.042 \pm 0.012)$ eV, determined by the Raman peak positions of the G and 2D bands, and the intensity ratio of the 2D and G peaks [29–31]. The unitary scatterer concentration of the sample is typically $<10^{-5}$, which was calculated using the ratio of the D and G peak intensities [32].

Figure 3(b) shows the frequency dependence of the real conductivity, $\sigma_1(\omega)$, at 20, 100, and 300 K, of Sample 2. The simultaneous fits (solid lines) of the data to Eq. (4) now yield fitting parameters $\mu_{\text{fit}} = -0.012$ eV, $n_{\text{fit}} = 0.00071$, and $t_{\perp} = 0.076$ eV. Once again the fitted $\mu$ is consistent with Raman data, where $\mu = (-0.012 \pm 0.008)$ eV, and similar impurity concentration as Sample 1. Note that both fitted values of $t_{\perp}$ are smaller than the value $t_{\perp} = 0.27$ eV for Bernal BLG. In fact, for a single monodomain of twisted BLG, the interlayer hopping is angle dependent, but for small angles it can be approximated as $t_{\perp} \approx 0.4t_1 = 0.1$ eV [33], and $t_{\perp}^\theta < 0.1$ eV for larger $\theta$'s (larger $\theta$ implies a larger separation between the layers, hence smaller interlayer hopping). Hence the value of $t_{\perp}$ obtained ($= 50–70$ meV) could be an average of interlayer couplings from all possible twisting angles in the sample, re-expressed in the form of perfect Bernal stacking. The fit to a theory based on an “effective” Bernal BLG only works because disorder broadens all the features that would otherwise distinguish Bernal from twisted BLG at low energies, namely, the presence of VHS in the density of states of twisted BLGs [17] (see Fig. 4). The difference in absolute values of $\sigma_1(\omega)$ between samples 1 and 2 is consistent with sample-to-sample variations observed in other works on BLG [34].

A close inspection of $\sigma_1(\omega)$ reveals the presence of a peak that appears on top of the background signal. In twisted BLG, VHS develop near the Fermi energy, which results in an enhanced density of states [17]. The energy scale of such VHS depends sensitively on the twisting angle $\theta$, given by

$$E_{\text{VHS}} = \frac{8\pi \hbar v_F}{3a} \left| \sin(\theta/2) \right| - 2t_{\perp}^\theta,$$

where $v_F = 1.0 \times 10^6$ m/s [35] is the Fermi velocity and $a = 2.46$ Å the lattice constant. We observed a strong peak at $\sim 2.64$ THz, whose presence is reproducible from sample to sample. Its position is consistent with the second nonzero $E_{\text{VHS}}$, computed from Eq. (5) to be 2.77 THz, and corresponds to $\theta_{28} = 1.161^\circ$ [from Eq. (1)]. Note that the first nonzero $E_{\text{VHS}}$ of 0.89 THz, arising from $\theta_{28} = 1.121^\circ$, is not visible from Fig. 3. Theoretical density of states calculations [33] show that, for $\theta_{28} = 1.20^\circ$, the van Hove peaks are still barely visible, whereas for $\theta_{28} = 1.08^\circ$ the VHS have disappeared [33]. In addition, because disorder builds up the density of states near the Dirac point, the VHS are broadened by being in the middle of a continuum of disordered states. These factors may explain our inability to see any clear feature near 1 THz. Note that our 2.7-THz peak is robust against the type of windowing function we used before performing FFT. Besides the conventional windowing functions, we also constructed an asymmetric windowing function that is tailored to the shape of our asymmetric time-domain waveforms [36]—all yielded the 2.7-THz peak. This 2.7-THz ($\sim 11$ meV) $E_{\text{VHS}}$ is also consistent with scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy (STM/STS) works on twisted BLG [15,37].

The Raman data on the same samples also gave information about the twisting [28]. The position of the G peak shows the samples to be slightly $p$-doped [31]. The blue-shift of the 2D peak implies the existence of twisting, and the value of the 2D peak width implies a twisting angle $\theta < 5^\circ$ [38]. The consistency of these results across different positions of the samples implies a well-defined
twisting angle in our samples. Hence our THz data, besides being consistent with Raman data in the same samples, points out the exact twisting angle and shows the effect on twisting on the optical conductivity.

In conclusion, we have studied the far-infrared dielectric response of bilayer graphene at different temperatures by THz-TDS. On top of a Drude-like response, we observed a peak in the real part of optical conductivity. The overall Drude shape was analyzed using a disorder-dependent model, while the conductivity peak at 2.7 THz was attributed to an enhanced density of states at that energy, which is caused by the presence of a low-energy van Hove singularity arising from a commensurate twisting of the top graphene layer relative to the bottom layer. A unified theory that considers the effect of both disorder and twisting on BLG conductivity is clearly desired.
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